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Author’s response to reviews:

Response to reviewer

We thank the Editor for their very thorough and insightful comments, which helped us to improve the quality of the paper and the clarity of the presentation. Below, please find a detailed point-by-point response to the comments and suggestions.

1. It has come to our attention that throughout the manuscript there is significant text overlap with the following publications:


While we understand that you may wish to express some of the same ideas contained in these publications, please be aware that we cannot condone the use of text from previously published work. We would therefore be grateful if you could provide a justification for the overlap in text between your manuscript and other sources. Please be informed that we cannot proceed with
handling your manuscript before this issue is resolved, and the sections of text in question have been reformulated. If this study uses methodology from a previously published work, please provide a summarizing statement in the methodology together with a citation to the original paper.

Authors Responses and Actions: Thank you for important comments. We reconfirmed and revised the manuscript to avoid the overlap other previous reports.

2. Please move the abbreviations to after the conclusions section.

Authors Responses and Actions: Thank you for careful reading. We moved the abbreviations after the conclusions section.

3. Please add a 'Declarations' heading.

Authors Responses and Actions: Thank you for careful reading. We added the Declarations heading.

4. We note that the author, Norimasa Iwasaki is missing from the authors contributions section of the Declarations. The individual contributions of ALL authors to the manuscript should be specified in the Authors’ Contributions section. Guidance and criteria for authorship can be found here:

http://www.biomedcentral.com/submissions/editorial-policies#authorship

Authors Responses and Actions: Thank you for careful reading. We revised the authors' contribution.

5. In the Ethics approval and consent to participate section of the Declarations, you stated that written consent was obtained from the parents of the patient for publication of the case report. We would like to ask whether there was a reason as to why the patient herself could not provide written consent to publish. We usually only require parental consent where the patient is a minor
(under 16) or cognitively impaired. Please provide clarification for this and amend this section if necessary.

Authors Responses and Actions: Thank you for careful reading. The patient wrote the informed consent by herself. We revised the consent for publication.

6. Thank you for uploading the CARE checklist, however we note that you have provided ticks next to each point. Please refill the form with page numbers next to each section and re upload this.

Authors Responses and Actions: Thank you for important comments. We re-upload the CARE checklist.

7. At this stage, we ask that you submit a clean version of your manuscript and do not include track changes or highlighting.

Authors Responses and Actions: Thank you for important comments. We submit a clean version.

Sincerely

Daisuke Takahashi MD Ph.D